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Nanometer ultrastructural brain damage following 
low intensity primary blast wave exposure

Military personnel in theater of operations or during 
combat training are frequently exposed to blast waves 
produced by explosive weaponry, which can cause 
varying severity of traumatic brain injuries (TBIs). 
Blast-induced mild TBI (mTBI) is the most common 
form of TBI and is regarded as a ‘signature wound’ or 
‘invisible injury’ of current combat activities. During 
2000–2017, the Department of Defense reported that 
the vast majority (> 82%) of TBIs were classified as 
mTBI/concussion related to blast injury. Blast-induced 
mTBIs are usually not detectable using conventional 
imaging techniques including computerized tomo-
graphic scanning. They are characterized by scores of 
13–15 on the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS). Immediate 
signs and symptoms are usually transient (DeKosky 
et al., 2010), however some of these individuals are at 
a risk for developing post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD), mental or physical abnormalities, and lifelong 
disabilities (DePalma et al., 2005; Griesbach et al., 2018). 
Later sequelae of these injuries impose immense bur-
dens on affected patients, their families, and society. 

While past blast injury experimental studies have 
helped to gain insights into TBI with a range of mod-
erate- to high-intensity blast explosions (Cernak et al., 

2011; Budde et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016; Song et al., 
2018a), our understanding of the pathogenesis of pri-
mary low-intensity blast (LIB) injury and its relation to 
later neurological outcomes remains poorly character-
ized. The pathogenesis of LIB injury from the primary 
blast shockwaves likely differs from that caused by im-
pact/acceleration injuries. Therefore, an understanding 
of the neuropathological and cellular outcomes and as-
sociated behavioral consequences after blast exposures 
including primary LIB.

Experimental animal models have been widely used 
to address the fundamental questions related to the 
primary blast injury. Primary LIB injury models ideally 
should adhere to blast physics encountered in relevant 
combat scenarios. Detonation of high energy explo-
sives entails almost instantaneous chemical decompo-
sition with abrupt generation of kinetic, light, heat en-
ergy, sound, and generation of a supersonic shockwave 
front and overpressure followed by a blast wave (Goel 
et al., 2012). The primary blast wave is characterized 
by velocity in excess of the speed of sound in air, peak 
overpressure, duration, and impulse (integration of 
overpressure with respect to time). The Friedlander 
curve describes propagation of an ideal blast wave 
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through time and space. However, this idealized 
waveform representation is altered by environmental 
interactions for an open-field blast exposure with a 
characteristic ‘ground bounce’ when the explosive and 
target are above ground (Goel et al., 2012). Our recent 
studies have provided a highly reproducible, open-field 
primary LIB injury mouse model which can be further 
scaled up for larger animals (Song et al., 2018a, b). The 
Missouri blast model employs an open-field detona-
tion of a calibrated 350 g of high-energy C4 explosive 
to generate low-intensity primary blast waves (a static 
peak overpressure of 46.6 kPa and a maximal impulse 
of 8.7 pounds per square inch (PSI)  × ms) manifesting 
a Friedlander waveform coupled with an enhanced 
impulse due to the ‘ground bounce’. Using this pri-
mary LIB injury mouse model, we have investigated 
potential links between blast physics and biological 
outcomes.

A prior physical model suggested that exposure(s) 
to primary blast waves may lead to nanoscale brain 
injury (Kucherov et al., 2012a). This injury paradigm 
suggested further study of the link between the bio-
medical outcomes and physical mechanisms causing 
mTBI. Our prior blast physics modeling predicted that 
the shockwave front traveling through liquid matters 
in the brain excites a phonon continuum decaying 
into specific acoustic waves with intensity exceeding 
the brain tissue’s strength (Figure 1A) (Kucherov et 
al., 2012b). This physical model predicted that energy 
deposited behind the primary blast wave causes na-
noscale tissue damages occurring within microseconds 
(µs), well before the head acceleration. The model pre-

Figure 1 The predicted mechanism of cellular damage induced by primary shockwave in open-field blast.
(A) The acoustic wave modeling predicts ultrastructural damage to be rupturing of tissue in the primary blast direction at intervals of approxi-
mately 200 nm with rupture peaks at ~4 nm. (B) Representative nanoscale abnormalities, include myelin sheath ballooning (upper; scale bar: 0.5 
μm) and swollen clear mitochondria (lower; scale bar: 0.2 μm). (C) Diagram of predicted biological changes, particular mitochondrial abnormali-
ties, bioenergetics failure and synaptic defects that could lead to impairment of neurological functions. 

dicted periodic pressure waves at ~200 nm intervals 
with rupture peaks at ~4 nm, where peaks of the ener-
gy waves are the greatest (Figure 1A). Accordingly, pri-
mary LIB injury causes nanoscale subcellular damage, 
biochemical and molecular changes. The initial cellular 
effects predicted by these model calculations are much 
smaller and beyond the resolution offered by conven-
tional imaging techniques and light microscopy. 

In accordance with consideration of blast physics 
predicting ultrastructural injuries at nanoscale lev-
els, we investigated fine structural neuropathological 
changes after primary LIB injury using transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and measured associat-
ed behavioral impairments. High speed videography 
confirmed that the open-field blast waves pass freely 
through the mice with no apparent head acceleration/
rotation or bodily movement under such blast settings 
(Song et al., 2018a, b). As a result, the following biolog-
ical consequences were attributable to the primary LIB 
wave effects. We observed the absence of macroscopic 
damage/necrosis and no apparent evident astrogliosis 
at blast exposure levels up to 46.6 kPa. Neuropatholog-
ically, myelinated axonal injury using silver staining 
was identified in blast exposed mice at 7 days post in-
jury (DPI) (P < 0.0001), but not at 30 DPI (P > 0.05), 
suggesting some degrees of spontaneous recovery 
of myelinated axons. Importantly, as the blast wave 
passed through the brain from rostral to caudal, the 
level of silver staining intensities decreased, suggesting 
progressive reduction of the blast energy unloading 
occurred with greater damage to frontal brain areas. 
Using TEM, we observed and quantified myelin sheath 
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defects at 7 DPI (P < 0.001), but not 30 DPI (P > 0.05), 
consistent with the silver staining findings. However, 
in contrast to the silver staining and myelination find-
ings in axons, we observed and quantified persistent 
mitochondrial abnormalities both at 7 and 30 DPI (P < 
0.0001) (Figure 1B). We observed extensive split lay-
ers, dense degeneration, ballooning, and disruption of 
the myelin in corpus callosum. We also noted swollen 
clear/dense and degenerated mitochondria in cortex, 
hippocampus, and striatum after LIB exposure. Our 
study further demonstrated transient neurobehavioral 
dysfunctions including: decreased locomotor activity, 
increased anxiety-like behaviors, compromised nesting 
behavior, and mild spatial learning and memory defi-
cits after primary LIB injury. As about 15% of mTBI 
cases chronically associate with PTSD and other cog-
nitive dysfunctions, it is often difficult to differentiate 
between the effects of blast mTBI and PTSD, which 
may also be the results of psychological stress/emo-
tional trauma (Mac Donald et al., 2011, 2017; Wisco et 
al., 2014). In order to address this issue in our current 
animal model, future directions will include animal 
re-exposure to the testing ground to determine wheth-
er the observed behavioral changes might be re-intro-
duced by the blast context in absence of actual blast 
exposures. Our current studies have uncovered unique 
ultrastructural brain abnormalities at nanoscale levels 
and associated neurobehavioral impairments due to 
primary blast injury. These findings address the critical 
gaps in knowledge about mTBI and provide insights 
into its pathogenesis of mTBI. 

Our novel findings suggest the progression of addi-
tional molecular changes leading to secondary injuries, 
including mitochondrial dysfunction and disruption 
of axonal transport (Figure 1C). Recent evidence sug-
gests that mitochondria play a critical role in TBI, as 
impairments of mitochondrial bioenergetics may be 
linked to neuronal excitotoxicity, disruption of Ca2+ 
homeostasis, production of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS), neuroinflammation, and ATP depletion (Hie-
bert et al., 2015). Further, the mitochondrial changes 
may lead to release of pro-apoptotic proteins causing 
potential neuronal damage. Defects in mitochondrial 
bioenergetics and associated metabolic function are 
also known to be linked with alterations of the mainte-
nance of mitochondrial integrity, including mitochon-
drial clearance/dynamics. These effects can in turn, 
impact axonal transport and autophagy (Misgeld and 
Schwarz, 2017). Although mitochondrial dysfunction 
and bioenergetic failure have been implicated in TBI 
and in certain neurodegenerative diseases, it remains 

unclear whether such mitochondrial dysfunction is a 
cause or an effect of the underlying pathology. And 
whether or not mitochondrial dysfunction represents 
a viable therapeutic target particularly in primary blast 
injury to prevent or ameliorate its long term effects 
(Lezi and Swerdlow, 2012; Watts, 2016). Future inves-
tigations will require a focus upon direct links between 
primary LIB-induced changes in mitochondrial struc-
tures and functions and resulting cellular damages 
or neurochemical imbalance, including respiration, 
DNA/mRNA levels, and key proteins influencing en-
ergy production that may ultimately affect long-term 
brain functions. 

In summary, preclinical animal models of TBI have 
provided substantial information about primary blast 
injury, but gaps remain in translating the pathophysi-
ology of animal injury to human injury (Cernak et al., 
2017). Ideally, autopsy studies of the human brain ex-
posed to explosive devices are important and should be 
used to elucidate late injury effects. However, changing 
neurological and behavioral abnormalities observed 
in patients with TBI or blast injury may vary depend-
ing upon subtle of cellular, sub-cellular and molec-
ular pathological processes. To study such changes, 
it remains important to use animal models that best 
simulate actual conditions of blast exposure, though 
differences in properties of soft tissues of the head or 
the major anatomical distinctions between human and 
animals remain as a limitation to be taken into account 
(Xiong et al., 2013; Jean et al., 2014); sensitive and re-
spectful use of non-human primates suggests way of 
overcoming this limitation. Accurate and reproducible 
data are critical in translating and scaling animal find-
ings into human injuries. Biological models using well 
defined blast conditions, detailed characterization of 
the physics of exposure, and model standardization of-
fer better alignment between the actual blast exposures 
and biological consequences seen in real-life scenarios 
involving human subjects. As recently reported, we 
have implemented monitoring systems that ensure 
consistency and quality control of blast exposure in 
our open-field model. Our findings show that a prima-
ry LIB injury appears to contribute “invisible injuries”, 
solely detectable at ultrastructural levels and associ-
ated with well-defined neurobehavioral dysfunctions. 
The Missouri Blast model, provides a means to define 
underlying mechanisms of primary blast injury, the ef-
fects of repetitive blast exposures, sex differences, and 
body positions relative to blast source and intensity. 
Such quantitative observations will provide insights for 
preventing blast injuries and treatment blast-induced 
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brain trauma. While further investigation is required, 
the resulting neuropathological and behavioral chang-
es seen in this primary blast model appear to provide 
a link between experimental injury and human mTBI/
concussion effects. Further, we are currently consid-
ering use of telemetric sensor probes to explore blast 
intensity and intracranial pressure effects.

The past decade of blast injury research yielded sig-
nificant and novel findings regarding the blast physics 
and biological effects. Our recent observations revealed 
that primary LIB injury comprises an ‘invisible injury’ 
characterized by the absence of the macroscopic dam-
age, necrosis, and related to nanoscale ultrastructural 
injuries and accompanied by neurobehavioral dysfunc-
tion up to 30 days after exposure. Using the Missouri 
blast model, we hope to further link blast physics to 
underlying injury mechanisms occurring as related to 
repetitive injury as well as in late non acute stages after 
blast injury.
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